SET DATE & SET TIME

- The date and time were set on your system during installation.
- If your system is reset, use the left and right arrow and the + and – to set the date and time.
SET WATERING START TIMES

- Sets the time when your irrigation will begin running each full cycle

- You can set up to six (6) separate start times per program

- Use the left and right arrow to toggle between start times and the + and – to set the start times
SET STATION RUN TIMES

• Sets the duration each individual zone will run

• You can customize each zone’s run time for anywhere between one (1) minute to six (6) hours

• Use the left and right arrow to toggle between zones and the + and – to select the run times
SET WATERING DAYS

• Determines which days the irrigation system will run

• Rotate the dial to toggle between days of the week

• Use the + and – to select whether the system will or will not run on the selected day
AUTO RUN

• Once your system is programmed to your satisfaction, rotate and leave the dial on AUTO RUN
If you want to turn your system off, rotate and leave the dial on OFF.
You can set up to four (4) separate watering programs (A, B, C, & D).

Each program runs independently from each other.

While setting each program, the program (A, B, C, or D) will be displayed on the screen.

Although the programs are independent from each other, they run concurrent with the other.
LOOKING FOR ADDITIONAL RESOURCES?

• **YouTube Videos**
  
  How to Program a RainBird ESP-ME Controller
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9SLvjJLgkuk

  Adjusting a RainBird 5000 Series Rotor
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XN0gaq-BlVE